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 Download Nero Burning ROM 18.1.4 Beta. Nero Burning ROM 18.1.4 Beta Crack. Nero Burning ROM 18.1.4 Beta is one of
the best burning software for Windows and it supports all operating systems. The Nero Burning ROM 18.1.4 Beta Full Version
crack can burn audio CDs, DVD+R/RW, Blu-ray Disc. The Nero Burning ROM 18.1.4 Beta Full Version is very easy to use,

and you can burn and erase the discs. All Nero Burning ROM 18.1.4 Beta.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates
to a pressure transmitter of an air cushion type, which transmits the pressure distribution of an air cushion to outside. 2.
Description of the Prior Art As the pressure transmitter of an air cushion type, there is a known type wherein a pressure

measurement element is located in an air cushion to be interposed between the outer periphery of a deformable diaphragm, and
a pressure receiving element is disposed outside the air cushion, and a pressure transmitted from the pressure measurement
element to the pressure receiving element is transmitted to an external apparatus by a wire. In the case of such a pressure

transmitter of an air cushion type, however, a fine pressure variation caused by a pressurized air flow is absorbed by the wire,
and, consequently, a pressure variation generated in the air cushion is not transmitted to the outside, thereby lowering the

measurement accuracy of the pressure in the air cushion. Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to provide a pressure
transmitter of an air cushion type, which can transmit the fine pressure variation generated in an air cushion to outside.

According to the present invention, there is provided a pressure transmitter of an air cushion type, comprising: a pressure
measurement element disposed in a deformable diaphragm; a flexible diaphragm having a pressure receiving surface, the
flexible diaphragm being disposed in the space between the diaphragm and the pressure measurement element; a pressure

receiving element, the pressure receiving element having an inner pressure receiving surface located on the opposite side to the
pressure receiving surface of the flexible diaphragm; and a supporting member, the supporting member being in contact with

the pressure receiving surface of the flexible diaphragm, the supporting member being constituted by a conical-shaped pressure
transmitting element, the supporting member being in contact with the supporting surface of the 82157476af
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